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EXECUTIVE SUNNARY

MOLE /AMMO AM ITHE T.,..7Twei OF At-HISH
CHILDREN: A TNO YEAR CONPARATIVE STUDy

Children of poverty, whether inter-city:or irI, f;erieritlly
-

do not doimell in schOol. They 'seen to.haVe 'en sepeCiallY hard

time .learnAng to read -and write. Traditional schooling,-'hail riot,.

beeri very Successful with these children. 'Recently, there.
aiternatiVe paradigm being tried in severül lodales.
alternative model _for instruction is called whOle language- and
refers to a learn-by-doing, integrated, .;Childeritered.,
literature-based curriculum. The pUrpose of *hole Language an4t

the Emergent Literacy of At-ltisk Childran: - A TWO 'Year.

Comparativ. Study was to determine the effeätivenets Of whole
language on the literacy development Of. selected atr7isic
children.

The enclosed report ,summarizes the two(2) year 04.2.0t study

with at-risk first and second graders in two types' of classrooks,
whole language and traditional. -Nearly 100 low sEs. children,
matched by,sa4e, !tsex, race, and mean score on they SAT were
involved in various- aspects of the study across the two years.

Two hypo_ ere formulated for the stndY:
7

1) Children in ths whole language classrooms would perform

as well or better than children in the 'traditional
classiroOms- on fortal leaSures of literacy developMent:

2) .Vaildren in the whole language classrooms would Perform

better than children in the: traditiOnal classrooms on
informal, qualitative measures of literacy development.
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Relative to the first hypothesis we found that children from

the Whole language classroOms PerforMed- as well -as their-
counterparts from traditional classes on standardized aChievezient

tests in reading. We also found thatt in some instAncemr

children In the whole language classrooms performed better than

their traditional counterparts on Other more informal measures of

literacy development.

Specifically, our informal measures indicated that:

1) Children from the whole language classro-oms read for

meaning better, corrected lore of their mistakes, and

retold more fully the stories they read than did

children in the traditional classrooms.,

2) Children in the whole langueg0 classrooms wrote, so

mudh *:hat they did as well Or latter than their

traditional counterparts on spellingr with little or no

direct instruction in spelling.

3) Children in the whole language °classrooms appeared more

confident in their reading than did children in- the
traditional program. For instance, when asked, Who

do you knaw wbo ism good reader?" eightY-two percent

(8%) of the children in the whole language zlasses

responded "lie," while only 5% of the children frOm the

traditional classrooms gave that same answer.



4) Children in the whole language diessroOms appeared, to

possesit a wider variety of 'atrtSgigØ s related to..

reading than children in the traditiOnat
When asked "What do- yOtt. Aid ,whefl yOti sOole- to

something you don't knoll,. When you- read?" Childrew in

the whole language classrooms offered ,seVeral *ore

options than children in the traditional 'cIitssrdOls.

From these) data, several concludions have amtergett. Aloitg

them are the following:

1) Whole language in the hands of trained and committed:

teachers appears to be a viable alternatiVe to

traditional instruction for young children atT,riek.

2) Children in the whole language classrooms appoared to

feel better about themselves as readers, writers and

learners.

3) Childroa in the whole language classrooms- seemed to

know more tbout the reading process, and they appeared

to learn the mechanics of reading and writing as Well.

or better than their traditional counterparte without

high levels of direct skill and drill; inetruction.

4) Children in the whole language classrooms appear to

on their way to becoking more independent learnerd thani

the children in the traditional program.



'The ,philoiophy upOn which whOle langu4kge is bailed- is-a,

Compleic blend of toc1o4ipsych4inguittid '''theoz;ies "Which, Tie/d ja

subitantially -different Set of baisic asikuMpons thain.,:t.h00
underlying traditional instruction. 'WhcilS, VangUtige: :the

,

cUrticular Application of sUch a sOcioplycholin_qUiStliC
theOretical base. It is not lust t'othet,Niethdd; Of teaching
reading.

As researchers interested in identifyin4 successful .iettning
experiences for at-risk children, we are pleased with .the,r6SUlts
cif this pilot study. For school Officitls the reignite, og thie
-study should be particularly helpful. WhOle langnOge,progranis

provide teachers a viable instruCtionsi.option to tfaditiCtiklu
skills ised programs.

The Tennessee Sate University's ,Center of EXceIlence in
Basic Skills appreciated your interest in our Whole-langnSge
research. We hope this report will be benefiCial imterMAidf
Curriculum planning 'and decision making. This research :has been
presented nationally-at the National Reading Conference, the
International Reading Association, the National Council of
TeaChers of English, eleMentary strand, and internationally tt
the-World:Congraess on Literacy.

If yon have any questions related to this studyr whole
language prOgram developtent and implementAtionl-inCluding
inderVice training, please contact Dr. Carole F. Stice, Center Of
ExCellence for Research in Basic Skills at Tennessee State
University (615) 251-1160. This Study was conducted by Dr.
:Carole F. Stice, ReSearch Associate at TSU-00Er and Dr. Nancy P.

Elexitrand, Associate ProfessOr of Elementart,Educittion at NTSU.

;
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Whole Language a0d-thli_paergent Literacy
of At-Risk Children:

A Two Year Compaiative.StUdy

BackgrOund

The Center of Excellence in Basic Skills is one OT several

research and development centers in Tennessee. The Center's

mission includet fundamental and, policy research. The. Center's

research is aimed at positively influencing the teaching-and.

learning of basic skillet partiCularly as they relate td-

students at-risk of not reaching their educational potentials or

the educational goals set forth in locitl, state or-national_

standards.

The Center hquses three research units. The Acadellic

Skills Acquisition, School Comiuunity Partnerships and Early

Childhood Units. The Academic Skills Acqtlisition Unit (ASA),

is currently engaged in ongoing reseatch into the relative

effectiveness of instructional programs and curricula oh literady

development. Spec:dicallye the ASA'Unit has conducted studies on

an intergrated, literature-based alternative instructil

paradigm called whole language. This research focuses on

literacy development with children at-risk of schdol failure.

The research activities have passed through several phases.

Phase One (1984-1986) focused on recruitment of teachers

interested in developing whole language classrooms. Extensive

recruitment and in-service on whole language was conducted in

selected schools. During this time, the 'emphasis was- on

developing a solid theoretical foundation on which to base the

deVelopment of practical application. An in-service manual of
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holistic instructional str'ategy ideas was completed in 1986. A

revised edition of the manual was released in 1989 and oyer'00

copies ate in use in Tennessee classrooms. In addition, several

small studies related to issues in'holistic, litetature-based

instruction were conducted from 1984-1986 including vriting',in a,

Whole language kindetgarten (Stice And Waddellt 1986), concept

mapping as an effective metacognitive strategy for young children

(Stice and Alvarez, 1987), the current nature of traditional

instruction in regular developmental reading classrooms in,

Tennessee (Stice and Call, 1987), and the relationShip arming

various personality traits of teachers and their theoretical

orientations to reading (Stice, Bertrand, Lueder and Dunn, 1989).

Phase Two of the project (1986-88) r.onSisted of a two-year

rationalistic, pilot study in five whole language and five

comparable, traditional classrooms. Data collected did not begin

until the whole language teachers felt they had adequate

training, experience and support to implement what could be

recognized as whole language.This study focused on the effects

of such a curriculum on the literacy development of at-risk

primary grade children as measured by both achievement tests and

informal indices of reading and writing. The results of the two-

year study are the subject of this report.

Phase Three (1987-88), which overlaps with the second year

of the pilot study, is a qualitative, ethnographic style study

developed to answer questions that emerged from the data in the

first year of the pilot. It is somewhat unusual for a

quantitative, experimental study to precede a more naturalistic

research endeavor; however, such a sequence may be used to obtain

213



baSeline- data establishing the need for'more gualitat$me in-

depth observations. the results Of P4aie-Threeerereported,in'a

(Operate document, Whole atnguAgA.,a Yid' the Mtergent glikag:t of

itt,Risk Children: Building 'Models ,of Practica,Toward 'a. Theory Of

Practide.

Rationale,

Purpose. The overriding purpose of this pilot project-lea# 'to

provide decision makers, from local school pereonnel to state .

education officers, with information and duta on the-efficacy of

whole language as a possible alternative to treditioral literacy

instruction. The disparity in school achievement and later life

success between poor and minority children and their more

advantaged counterparts is well documented. Too often poor and

minority children are not becoming sufficiently literate to

allow the achievement of social and economic parity (Elkina,

1988; Kozol, 1985; McDermott, 1974; Neisder, 1986). Indeed,

schools have an unsatisfactory record in, even providing equal

opportunity to become literate for non-mainstream children.

(Mikulecky, 1987). Public schools frequently have rewarded

advantaged children who are most likely to become literate with

less authoritarian and more enriched programs, while instruction

for children who are less likely to become literate seems to be

aimed at drilling, correcting, directing, and disapproving of

their culture, language, and learning (Brooks, 1982; Collins &

Michaels, 1986; Holdaway, 1979). Clearly the cost to the

country, not to mention the tragic cost to the individual, is

enormous and likely to mount as literacy demands increase.

3 1 4



The two traditional approaches toAjterady ingtrUction, the

phonic skills lor the traditional/basa4-apPreachu 4414, the
;

sub-sicills (or behaViota1/34stery4eatnintpi*cacht.

IlaVe not ptOren succedsflAl in the casel4 tiodr aria minorj.ty

children (Kozol, 1985; Neisset, 1986).. Despite their.'

itplementation, many edonotically at-risk: Children continue to

perform poorly on -standardized &chieveitent and basic skills4

criterion7refetenced tests:

AS an alternative to mbre skill and dril1 an integtated,

holistic instructional program for teaChing and learning (i.e.,

whole language) is rapidly making its presence known in thib

country. This is a promising model for literacy insttuction.

Whore languaga emphasizes a literattre based, content enriched,

environment for children that focuses on using language as a tool

for learning. Some aspects of whole language are based on old

ideas; for example, many educators have long called for more

comprehension centered instruction (-iluey, 1908), or more

experientially based instruction (Dewey, 1938; Moffett, 1982).

Many good teachers have always done some creative language

activities with their studer.4,s, but they tend to be activities

unrelated to any larger context.

Whole language as a theoretical, empirically based

instructional paradigm is new (Altwerger, Edelsky and Flores,

1987; Goodman, 1986). Whole language teaching involves sets of

teliefs and pra4ices that are substantially different from those

that support traditional, skills based classrooms (Goodman,

1986). Since whole langtage is largely new and since it appears



tty be a promising area of inVirY, this- istof focused on the
effeCts of.,whOle language on the, literacy development 'Og CClacted
at-risk first and second grader0 in the Hiddletehriets'o'ig ,arseai,

Research questions. The *oligarch so#4ght tO.,:aneve'r the

followiim 'question: What are -t.he OffeCte sof 41.711.o.le loirAguags

curriduluii -on the readitg nd writing deve10pient of 147,*(tr.z,'.6

economic, inner-city and rural ,ohildren; grades-.1,:airl s.:-.;c3isPared,

to theOffects of traditional clamor-cox 'instru.ctiotj-

Literature Review

/n the tyPical American classrook, an- avc.".*e of 90 minUtes
per day is set aside for reading- instrlicti,.n. In many cases,
this constitutes fUlly 30% of the total, dm4ght of iristructiorial
time. When a child in the United States receives reading
instructioh, it is usually in a lesson taught to, A small group
of children of similar ability. Virtually all primary grade
teachers divide tae children in their classes into three groups

of high, average, and low ability. Tht.oretically, ability
grouping would allow teachers to pace reading instruction at a
more nearly optimum rate for children at each level. Evidence
suggests, that ability grouping improves the reading achievement

of high ability children while deterring that of low ability
children (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott., amd Wilkinson, 1985;
Wuthrick, 1990). Further, research suggests that children's
gains in reading achievement are directly proportional to the
amount of time they engage, in- independent silent reading in
school (Anderson, et a1.b. 1985). Yet, as Anderson et. al., point
out lithe amount of time children spend reading in the average

5 16



,Claiteroom is, small ttypiOally) 7- to,.8' milwifies, per; 'day,.

'less than 19% 9f the total time:. deVAted- 76)i,;'T4O,

Majority Of the 96' MinUteivot
-,devOted tO Children completing, sheets

that 'have -donbtful va1 in learningt07--eiiid*
19851 86).

Mrste and Burke
Iildren, learn to read

have "distinctive and

.
t7.,
,

(1977) w_446,tikt-t*tdhOte:;#64-0

and foUnd that_ both, te404;,1 z1., studIt

identif1;able thedreti041
readinV- and 'nthat s4sequent rea,dit4,,o,erto*itaiitc;:4ind.,

:,--classrocnw bithavior was found consistent with.t.he model trartvxhiCh

the person was operating,' (p. 32). In other krords, t.eaChets:'::
teach according to what they believe the.reeiding process_tote-or,
what the textbook authors believe, and students iean what,their
teachers teach. These :models a_re a édiund/letuir 'or decoding
orientation, a basal reader/phonics skills ,prientation, .and a

whole language orientation' Iliarste and Burke, '1977).

SoUnd/letters or decoding, orientation. , In this theoretical
orientation reading is percett,ed as an offshoOt Of oral langtiige
in which the reader must learn to ,manipulate the re;ationshipS
between the symbols of speech (Sounds). and the graphic syialiiiidis
that represent them (letters):. Neither syntax nor ,semantics are
viewed as primary factors in the reading process. Meaning

reached first through the sound71etter system "(Cohen,. 1977)1_ Frora:.

Ftstalozzi to Rtdolf Fiesch; many edudators haVe belieVed that
meaning is derived from the recognition of certain letter
combinations (Stauffer, p. 7). In addition, this view of reading
has come to be accompanied by the belief that such decoding

.6 1 7



:-
Should taUght -a Systematic, seiquentia,V,manne#'-

_L-i....
(Dallmam., ikaUdh, Char & .pSBOSr,,,

Proponents of this- theorestiOalii=OriOn4tiOrki--ii*Wtoitii-yi

either..synthesis or analySis-ve ViOr4st- lifdli.regar.
meaning7; They aPpOar to, -believe.. *heit:r4tad1tid45, 4;0, lk

and essentially, the meOhanical skilk of deOoding:,,-, jt.iirning...,ths

printed symbols into -sounds toral symbolajl Which ars.leinitisgS"?*-

(Harste and Burke, 1977, P.: 3,6).

Critics of phonic or decoding, -skills. trotottrt Itiodo4

begin with Horace -Hann (1838) when- he obierv:04: that .becauee

the emphasis on letters-, most students .do lnOt li-nderStands7t#4.:":
_

meaning of the words they have read.. Today ,such critioS.
several .fallacies with the decoding hyPotheSid.. PirStt
not in print that the meaning of wiltt6:21 language 44(:)
readers must bring meaning tO print rather thSti-expeOtHte,.4,04Vit

meaning from it" (Smith, 1978, p. 50). ,That is, When- a child who

is reading with understanding encounters the word "chair" :fOr"-'
instance s/he will can upon his/her personal experiences with
chairs - the chair s/he sits in at the dinner table, daddy's
favorite chair, the story Peter's Chair the teacher read_

yesterday, and so forth. The poor reader tends to be preoccupied
with sounding out, or getting the words, els the:main ,purpose of
reading.

Second, there is no rule to tell a child if,:a word is to be
regarded as an exceptien to the most soMmon sound-letter
correspondence. Third, it is not necessary to pronounce a word
in order to comprehend its meaning. Meaning is related to the

- ,7



graamar and context in which words. ara embedded As wel:1 .0 "to.:

the epelling of words rather than soUnd"._.(40:t4,

leqUiwth, the, most usual and effidient orcter_ fo fluent readerkei*
for beginning readers when they encoUnter An linknOWril, word is.'tO"

,..

-skip, it and go ont then Coaa, back, reread aridAiiess,,, baSed on

language cues and their prior know1ed4n and then sound- it out
(Smith, 1978). That is, good 'readers utilize All: AVailaplit

resources. For example, a good beginning reader endOuntera the

following lines:

Down in the swamp
lived a .big-mouthect toad.

One day a giant dragonfly
came by

and

He ate it in one gulp

and s/he has some difficulty with the word mouthed. At that'

point, using sound-letter information, picture support -clues,

syntactic and setantic cues, as weil as any prior knowledge about

toads, such as, what they look like, how they behaveletcetera,

the reader may produce the exact word. However, if the,same

good beginning reader elects to skip mouthed, be'mmuSe d/he has

sounded it out (moo - thed) and that has not yeilaed A word that

_makes sense, s/he may understand it And return to correct it when

s/he reads "ate it in one gulp".

Conversely, a beginning reader who does not utilize all

available resource6, but seeks only to sound out every unknown

word as s/he has been taught, may carry his/her rendition of

mouthed (moo-thed) to the end of the story, compounding error

819



Arkor :acid cauting, additional compreheiriOri '
-4

_ t.

The question- eaked .bY ,Critics of 't,ht --0,b!=skp.4sr mfteterj _

`learning model is not, t/hether phonic inforSiatiOri-iivrisA4S#34:-*,§i_'-

gOOd readersl of cOurse it is. The ,quelitiOn'. 'is hatti tostbelp
,children redognize and efficiently empIoi ioUrid..letter
in their queSt go. keening (Weaver,

Skills- orientation. In this model, reading it trette4-40

the three-a of the. stokt is lost.

one of the four language arts which is taught seParately from- tile_

others. Reading is viewed somewhat as a set of broad, compOnents

consisting equally, in their treatment, of vocabUla

grammar, and comprehension. That is, prOPorients foir-,(tti* -

,traditional approach define reading only partli ijt9ms -of
"reading comprehension," -a label theY do -not see as redundant.-- '="--';

The main component of reading adcOrding, to this *001 is ,ths,
rapid and accurate decoding of words (Ekwall and. Shenker,. 19'89i

Fe, pp 221-222). Prom this model zaajor skill areas are -extracted
for direct instruction. Skills .advocates 'be1i6ve the key tO
reading success is word ideritification from which domprehension
follows. Emphasis is placed on the reader first identifying each

"-. printed word and then-relating the words to a meaningful context,

which is affected by the reader's prior knowledge, interests,
etc. Most basal, reading programs are designed aroUnd this

_ .

theoretidal Orientation. This model supports direct- teacher led,
instruction. Proponents -believe that children can be -trained. to,
read well (Stauffer, 1969). Lessons include instruction Jail sight
vocabulary, the teaching of 'word recognition "skills" and the
teaching of comprehension "skills."

_.

Y.
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. Typically. the' lesSon. Plan totmat- in, thos.,,..b*garteAdiit-PrOltsM,--

direttS the teachert- to first intodUos -the: 'meisi"- :Ni-Clidst'ipiiii*'.t-oc,';'...-:12e.:,T,..7.:;

reading the story. T4en they: are -.directed *ci-,:04.10i,

to read silently, t011oWed by oral. '11"44..4)4f;:*

Series- of 'questions is prOVided, to Vide: ar4 jUdqe the Chi4ret0
,comprehensiOn. Lessons typically .ponclude.'by`ihav:inT-ithe-4i4dren

complete workbook pages and skills sheets imdependePtlY (Betts,
T

r: 1946; Stauffer, 1969). Product, not.procesi, 10 the 'Major
concern of those who subscribe to an otofeCtiVe, )34041 *kills

k orientation (See Otto & Chester, 1976). That isle- the Omphasisi

on pronouncing words right, answering Cotakehensibn,qu-jestiOnS

correctly, filling out work sheets accurately, and so On.

Although the skills orientatiOn is widely uked through.6ut,
,.

the United States and in Tennessee as well, this model also has
its critics. The skills orientatiOn, is deeply rooted' in-

. _
behaviorism; that is, "the print is .regarded ILEI the, stitulus: to
which the reader responds w3;th aPPrOilriattil SOUnds" (Cochrane,
Scalene- and Buchanan, 19844 ,pr. 8).. While it i trte that most
.good readers perform well "on skills teStS, ilnoWhere has it
actually been demonstrated that acquiring skills -WM; -what made

(them) good reader(s)" (Cochrane et. al., 19841 p. 9): Showing

that a good reader can do things with fragtents of language does
nct mean that learning ti. fragments made him/her a goOd reader.

Goodman-, (19-8-6) points out,* second flaw in the skills
orientation. The telief that the :leader muSt recode fkom print
to oral language in order to comprehend, and that comprehension
will naturally occur, is not supported in research or in

^



Practice: Critics of skills, instruCtion, argue,_that,,:dbmPreherisiOn....
l 0

1 i

40, to sok*. degree f011aw ieedingl.
. . . ,-, ,:- ,,,,..,;--,:?.-;:-. ,,...:.,.-.....,:..-, -,-. \, - . ,

part Of 'the reading Act itself.: 1144a0'70 itsf' -330img:-: 10.401'
, .

. -

- , - . -,.- .resPonses to stimulir read#4 ili MOtik t?..1,11911444t-Okra.44.6h
_-.... . -. .:..-:. 1_ ,:-.;',, T.L,..t .7 .-_- °':!"1.,i. .._,-lietweianthereactehe-:44t*Os.
-thought end language. *Language learning. 01:4151 -doed not 'fit

r a behaVioristid view of learn/Im-which wast;deVeioped-- from. the

observation of animals' trained, resporisal to stiON11.. Reading is
:a thinking process, not an automatic response to- print" (0ochrane:'
et. al., 1984, p.

Whole language- orientation. In contraSt; tp the 44,1.10, .

_orientation where advodates vieW reading ;ail SeParate'.00.m-
listening, speaking and writing proporientS- a.f . the whoie language
orientation view reading 'as -"one ;of tOnt- Wayst. in "WhiCh',tlie.::.

_

abstract concept of language is realized" (Harste and, turkeiz.
1977, p. 37). Lindfors (1984) .states that "any; aptiroaCh that .

removes reading from purposeful language .. cannot help children
become more effective readers- bedause reading- id language" (pi
603).

In a whole language orientation, the syStoms of language,-
_

grapho.-phonic, syntactic And semantic, are not Only Shared but
are interdependent and interactive aspedts -of the reading
process. Meaning id the core ".enwrapped in a syntactic strudture

and sheathed with a phonetics-grapheme system" (Harste and Burke,

1977, p. 37).

In contraSt to behaviorist theory, Whole langUAge is 'based
on a cognitive psychology view of learning, that learning, goes
from whole to part, "from general to specific, from- familiar to

A
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Ainfaii&iliar, from vague tol tit:e4ifiti,. -.from -.0gOSs t fiñe tro*-.

highly contextualized. tO MOO sind. GoOdtiant

1481, P. 5). That is the *ay
.
1*rn.

In a whole language orientation, lite'ra:Cy i&--regaitd4'-Ats s&
natural extendion of -huntari langUage-deitraIOPiiteiit..

-Unlike the ,skills orientation,. there, is no .forraila-tor
language (Rich, 1985). Reading trid ;kris '.aUtheiitio:::

,

=Workbooks, basal .readersi gramMar_ ,or exerciises ',ate fidt
used. Children read trade bOoks and newspapere,_ environnifint&l,

print, use reference materials not necesearily written-tot:ol .

use, write stories fOr publicatiOn, receive 1'410111:1T -and-
y

punctuation instruation -as it is appropriate. to :the-..,piege Pt
writing they are workifiTon, and produce a V_afriety of:other-kit:4a

, ,

of writinq (Edelsky and -Smith, .1984). 9pportu4tiest for.,chiltiten
to interact and collaborate are abund&nt. ':Talk is -iPotant,,,
Children's literature is present and ciassrOom. libritriet Ariel,
reading corners are widely ithed by the c#iiciren.' children learn:
to read by reading and to write by writing(New.Man, 11984), .with

Skills development taugh.--in the context of .anttientid uSet
Teachers possessing, a whole language orientation'believe

that the learner is central and that the child is intrinsical-4r
motivated to make, sense of the world. They believe the--
responsibility for teaching ,children to read and write should
rest with people instead of-programs, with teachers instead of
teahnology (Smith, 1981). They believe that as children u.se

language they learn language And that they -use language to learn.
Cochrane, et.al. (1984) sum up the whole language position:

r 1223
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'

One of the most unenlightened things the imichihg

proteddion ever did. wad to set aside'latwkiali, books,

and reading peiiods for the, sole PurpoSe,44-fteechingi :

reading. Reading cannot 'be tiO4ht, it.-CAO, only

leathed. (p. 15)

7

Whole language is moie than a Method of. teaching. reading:

Whole language is "an AttitU4enofmindmhich4rovidewa-Ahape got,

th(g classroot" (Rich, 1085, P. 719). Teatherd ppadeds1ii4t4e

language orientations ,are concerned with helping children mak*

derise of the world: -They view reading as A prodead pf

constructing meaning fot themselves based on their Ased_to.

develop a "theory of the world" (Smith, 1978. y Reading as Sian

ad Aore than accurately reproducing words. The, purpose_ for

reading is comprehension. It is not possible to decode from. a. -;

,

surface structure that, 'Carries ,no .meaning .in order to ge(
. I

c6mprehendion. "Instead, some comtrehensilon Of the wh6le,-is
0

;[ o

required before one can say how individual imr63 should sound,, or

deduce their meaning in particular, utterances ...", (Smith, 1978t

p. 75). Children read in order to hake sense og print and as a

consequence learn to teed. TheY learn tc read bY really reading

t"- (Smith, 1978).

Children are surrounded by written language in the world

the written language, it too must,.benatural and not frAgmented.

-?ouiside the classroom, and they want to make sense of it. .1iS

'with oral language, they focUs on meaning: Vot children to learn

. ,or reduced and controlled. TherefOte, ekperiences with written

langUage must be authentic.. Lastly, reading must not be separate

from other learni Insteadl_reading is a fundamental tool fpr

13
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gaining knowledge, .a way of svicitilotisly-experiencing the-livee_of

,others, a means -Of questiOning, the y1:04:Of others. (GoC4Man. 4

-Goodman, 1981). The goal of whole langiOtige'i-sr.to:help,.children
,

tecorte independent, life kong:4earnere
knowledgeable, and competent (upoiAmyl OrApor ft'SMithi, 1983).

Whole language is a. grassroots moveMent-amont :.dlaissrooM

teachers in this country a..d has:not been.ScrUtini;ed,Ai_iauch as
1

-other curricular models. It is not, hoWevert without 14-tt critids
and skeptics. Most frequently cited As a Problem related to
whole language is the number of parents who haVe.;voiced'anxiety

concerning whether theik children are getting endugh of 4/the
basics" (Clarke, 1987; Delpit, 1986; Cambournel, 198P,. A- second

concern cited deals with the apparent chaos, lack Of-strudture,
and ,concern over standards in. whole language..olaSsroqinSit: Rather

than neat rows of children quietly Ahgaged In lon-tAsk":
activities, Whole language classrooms tend, to be bUsy and noisy
Places (Peetoom, 1987)* nowever, .the research- shows that. good
whole language teachers have high standazds And provide their own

classroom structure (Edelsky, Draper & Stith, 1983).,
,Hbecause whole language instruction relies heavily on-student

initiated projects, it does not always conform tO title exnectAttOn

of individuals who are accustomed to workbooks, kits, packaged.

curricula and teacher-centered instruction" (Clark, 1987, p.
391).

14
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Research Design and Procedures,

This study was designed as a tationalistic etudy comparing

the scores of matched pairs of at-risk firit ,and: seoonf,'-graderz,

on a variety of literacy measures. The following ,section- details,

the criteria for selection of subjects, classroom condit;ons from,

which each child of the matched pair was selected, the socio-

economic setting for the subjects and the general data collection

and analysis plan. The study was repeated in each classtoom tor

a second year with tha same five whole langitAge teachers-And

three of the same traditional teachers. For reasons beyond the

control of the researchers, two new traditional classrooms had to

be selected for the second year of the project.

Learning takes place in a sodial context. The two'aspects

of classroom context relevant to this study are -the,classroom

environment and the kinds of activities in which the children

engage while learning to read and write.

Classroom envirohkents and activities. This study took place

in two sets of very different classrooms: fiVe whole language and

five traditional classrooms. In whol..t language classrooms, the

children are the central focus. Instruction co=etns itself with

learning as communicating--on making meaning with A 'purpose.

Children listen to literature; they read and write daily; they
r

integrate their background experiences with their learning in the

classroom. Whole language teachers help children become

consciously aware of the processes involved in reading and

writimg through demonstrations and through reading and writing

conferences. Children share flavorite stories (oral and written)



a4 well as their own daily writings. An abundance of varied forms

of ptint-newspapers, catalogsl childrenqc litetature,

magazines, student generated . tten lanauage, environmental

print, etc., is available. Most reading and writingrelates to On

event of interest ot to, a thematic unit,being developed: Time is

set aside daily for both silent readinsand silent writing.'The

teachers spend a good deal of time engaged in "kid watching"

(Goodman, 1985) as a means of informal student assessment.

In traditional classrooms, materials are the central focus

and instruction concerns itself with the teaching of "basic

skills." Due to public concern and administrative pressure about

declining test scores, typical reading instruction has come to

consist of the directed reading activity using the basal reader

text and teacher's manual, together with skill work, drill and

testing of isolated skills from the mastery continuum (Stice and

Call, 1987).

In 1984, as part of Tennessee Comprehensive Educational

Reform Act, school systems implemented a skills masty continuum

for reading assessment, the Basic Skills First, consisting of

some 750 or more isolated "skills" to be tested across grades K-

8. These skills are correlated to the basal reader to facilitate

instruction. Most developmental reading instruction in

traditional classrooms also consists of ability grouping and

round robin, oral reading using the adopted basal reader and

lessons provided in the teachet's manual. In other words,

traditional reading instruction throughout Tennessee consists of

a combination of so called "skills" instruction using the state's

teSt items and traditional basal reader lessons.
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Many of the activities a 'holisticelititrature-basedr

comprehension-centered. program would- erictrage suCh as ,langUage

experience, learning- centers, journal writing',,and readins al.oud

tochildren, ars not possible becanse teaOhets have had, to ,ertake

time tor 'direct instruction of isolated skills and fOrtest

preparation and administration. Estimates are 'that it woUla not

be unusual for a primary grade child to complete Six te!,),:leven

workbook and/or ditto sheets a day - amounting to, smile 3,060 Stich

pages per school year.

Clearly then, ithoke language and traditional instruction,

are two very different types of Classroom environments. One is

holistic and literature based; the other emphasizes mastery of

isolated skills and employs direct teadhing f lessons from the

basal readimg series and other textbooks.

Research focus. Comparing whole language to traditional

instruction is, to some extent, like comparing apples to oranges.

While any two programs may be compared, they should not

necessarily be compared on a point-by-point basis. That is, one

cannot criticize whole language teachers for not using sight

word flash cards nor traditional teachers for not implementing

thematic units. Ethnographic style studies of these two types of

working classrooms would be much more enlightening. However,

quantitative/experimental data were used to establish the need

for more naturalistic inquiry, since it is equally important to

obtain baseline performance prior to in-depth observations. The

research questions that drove this study are stated as hypotheses

below:



EVpothesis 1: Chi,,dren in whole language classrbOis will

piireforn aiyell ad children in ttaOtiOnal claStiroOsS,ow

standardize& achieve:lent test stediOreii- of_ literaCy

deVelopment.

HViiOthesis 2: Children in whole language clastrOOns,will

perform as well or better on other, Soresinforkal, measures

of reading and-writing.

Setting. Two general demographic setting, rutai (inclUding

small town) and inner city were selectcd. Xach setting

contributed at least a pair of classrooms, one whOle language and

one traditional for both grades one and tWo. Eachclassroom

contained at least five identified at-ri!A students as subjects

for the study. Of the five pairs of classroots used, one pair

wad rural pre-first, one pair was inner-city first grade, one

pair was a rural resource classroom--grades 1 and 2 combined, One

pair was rural second grade and one pair was inner-dity second'

grade. To identify quality sites in which data could be

collected, i.e., good, relitesentative whole language and good,

representative traditional classrooms, the researchers

established several criteria for selection that examined both the

teacher and the program.

The main criterion for selecting whole language teachers

was that each had a strong committment to and some training in

whole language. Training could consist of enrolling in one or

more graduate level university course and/or attending one or

more recOgnized.stiminar or institute (e.g., the Winter Whole

Language Institute sponsored by the University of Arizona in

Tucson).



The Main criterion for donsideratiOn as a treditiOnal

teacher was the, recoMmendation., Of the, building'

Throughout the year, prior to the, first° :;peir 'of :the adtUal

study, the researchekti observect in 'each pe4004i tI*00#oom':Site

and selected' the final five pArs of tOachers. east*

Atheteachpxs selected for the study'were kind,. donscientiOus,
. -

t; humane people. Also, the children in:their clasilrodms Appeared

to the researcher to be generallI hapPy in school.

Teachers and- children in the selected 4rho'.14 language,

classrooms ekhibited the following attributes:

1. The teacher identified herself as a whole- language
teacher on the DeFord (1985) Theoretical Orientation to
the Reading Process ormm.

.2. The Children were engaged in the writing process
(Graves, 1983).

3. The teacher- planned inStructiOnal events based ,on
thematid units to integrate the curriculum.

4. The teacher read aloud several' times- daily to the
children from a variety of sourdes, both fiction and
non-fiction.

5. The children read to themselves daily from. a variety of
sources, both fiction and non-ftdtion.

6. The children engaged in, formal arid informal conferences
with the teacher and classmates concerning their
writing and their reading.

Teachers and children in the selected' traditional classrooms

exhibited the following attributes:

1. The teacher identified-herself as either a phonics or
skills teacher on the TORP.

2 . The teacher used ability grouping for reading
instruction within the classroom,

3. The children engaged in round-robin oral reading and
the directed reading activity (DRA) format.



!rio".17-

4. The:-teachier- plarined-instrUction,satheV4420ItsUbitOt,,..
waS tau4ht ,eeParately :and:Vas ;beeect,:c).0-:e. .1**0.
vokkbOOk.-

5. the teacher gamed inetilictkOrt beie4 '94- a- 44-4-44:et,

6. The teach,r employed ,06,edtki/443400.4

Whole language 'classrooms w4re ide*tifiediy the-follOing
artifacts:'

1. )4. classrOom 'library COritaining,..- at least .5-0 ..t#ade..,
-books, fioin which -childts*,Could chOorie...**S
-accessible tO- the-children..

2. Children's projects Such as 'bii-Ok---pubkiShiiw,.-., rp
stories, ucience projects, etc., were vs1ble. -

3. Children's writing folders, containing yOrk in progresS:.
were employed in the claistoom.

traditional classrooms were identified by the foiloviing',
artifacts.:

Teachers' planbook xeflected instructiOir based;,on the
state-mandated skills manageMent sYS:titaa, Ott. ills, leCal
school systein's atate-;approVed Skills list.

2.. The adopted basal reading series was in use asit was
designed, following the teacher's manual.

3. atu,dent, worksheets and workbook aCtivities for
isolated- skills instruction were in use on, a daily
basis.

Subtects. Subjects for this study were fifty children,
averaginiT five each in five whole language classrooms', prerfirst,

first and second grades, and their fifty matches fiom traditional
classrooms. nve schools in Middle Tennessee were used. Only

one pair of classrooms was not located in the same building.
gach school had a mix of one or more whole language classrooms

among mostly traditional classrooms and served a large population
Of at-risk children. With two exceptions, the study was repeated

in thesame classrooms with different subjects for two

2 03



cOnstiCutive years and the data Corkbined.-, EaCh.-;year,7**IiiibtOts.,
sielected were initially idintified.saiii,.1*-404
'failure by virtue of low

.for- free lunch. Each subtett -04;0 met any t'airilit .40 t to;ur
additional at-risk conditions:

1). 'Thliky sCored bfiTow t4i4 **an, Oh-.':u.ke
conrehension section of the *callY4'dmihitereid
Standardized achiavitmeht. /41 -_

_

2). They mere identified-:air-Wrisk-Of -sd4Ool failitre"
the classroom teacher.

3). They were a member of a non-intact- nuCiiar
4). They were living in publicly ItubsidiZed,hoUiiing.

These at-frisk conditions appear to ,be hiq4ly Correlated; -

school 4ilure (Schorr, 1988) and-were spOcifiedj# the ,original'
.

proposal establishing the Center of Excellente,,tesearch :and_

development facility.

All low SES children from the whole language, classrooms, who,

were identified as at-risk based oh the abOve conditions,' Were

:selected. A student with matched -characteristics was sought froin

the companion traditional classroom. The, children were matched

using a variety of surface criteria including- age within six.

months,, sex, race and same stanine on the total reading section

of the locally administered standardized achievement test.

Data collection. Data collection focused on reading and

w-riting produced by the, subjects. Data were both quantitative and

qualitative and included scores on the reading portiiins of the

Stanford Achievement Test, Primary I and II, Fork E (1982)1

writing samples, oral reading samples, and interviews with the

children. Each second grade -chi.ld's oral reading patterns-and

;7' 14,,S1
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- ..

oomprehension were, exaMined using guidelines from the, Goodman,

Watson and Burke (1987) Reading 'itisCUstnVentOrV',(RM4.,'- Oral

readings vere audio=tapS reOr40A for *01,, :011d,

AUgust/September and .again in April/May.

Each child prOduced a Piece of roUgh-dragt

researchers in August/Septembert Zalluary/FebrUaky atid 4tiVolt.

,Writir4 samples were timed and, were. taken, Under- *4114iir.

dOnditions tor all children. tadh sUbleOt in'thevt*40rPti

resource and first Irade claSsrooms was Administered,Clariu

(1979) Concepts About Print survey in- August/Sept0Mbet ,and again.

in April/May. Stones was used it pre-test and saiiel as patit7teSt

in this case. Lastly, each subject wai indiVidually intervieWed

by the researchers, using adaptations of the' Burke Reading,and

Writing Interviews.

Data ApALvill. The statistical vroOsdure_spplied-to thete

data was the two way ANOVA and P-test for significande. TheSe

analyses were employed to evaluate between group, gain .tcore

differences on achievement test results, Concepts About Print

scores, oral reading miscue data and retelling scores, as well as

holistic writing scores. Oral reading data were summarized and

'compared according to the guidelines in the revised RMI (1987).

Writing sampled were analyzed and compared' according to, several

measures. These included-counts of numbers of words, and numbers

of sentences produced. While high numbers of words or sentences

per sample, haVe little, if anything, to do with the literary

quality of the piece of text, they may, however, indicate

something about children's willingness to take risks and their

22
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into-est in writing., WuMbare !Of^ tradit:144a14 jancl, 41iVented,-.-
Spellings and a holistid* ratingC.Of gual:it.y"141* 41110-004.1411t

Miscue

.
,

analyliii and spelling, ase-estment:**a$1414er;:drlited'14***.

reilearchers only, and tife holistid), tiaiite4.14',1104,1* **JOS: 2_

wete asitigned to ,Iiack Piece Of Writing:*::bik.,..00:,04picilo, 4Vaivatit,

from, the department of Early Childhood.lit;:lanneesee 'State, ,,
'University.

;

Limitations. The greatest -limitation:.td .4theitUdy*.wagi).-0,.*-
."lack of randomization and subsequent matching of subjects.

Because the predominant mbde of inStructiOn Wits'

'selection of traditional teachers nd. 4,04.1v,
*traditional classroomd posed little protoxem. ittoViiiiier., -the, npoor

of vflidle language classrooms was limited, and.theaeledtiOn4of'at7

rill:3c children in whole language classrooMe vasi:limited 'to: these

classrooms. Matching *was used to attain Subject24#11,Aiities.,-
but the process did 4not fully control ,fOr ,gtd4,.,differendes.

By the time the subjects in the whdle iangUage dlaserdents
F^ were selected, parental permissiOn .obtained and the :prddess',
z -repeated in the traditiOnal c,l,..ssrooms-, it was weil into the

second full week of school. Writing samples were collected
during the third and fourth ifeekS of sdhool. 'ThelittOre, :the
children might'haVe already changed due to differing classroom
experiences and elipectations. *The children in the WhOle language

classrooms were already writing a graat deal. 'Ito veverse wee
,

true for reading, ,however, tO the extent that children in the
traditional classrooms were making *fewer miscues on the first
reeding assessment than children in the whole language classrooms

, 'even thoUgh they were nominally matched on reading adhievement in

23
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t4e:.'begirining: The.,:Probieti Of iinegukl

'apPlying atelYeis o covariance. In addition, the l5t
-074arison of' St.r.tt- scorekmaY_hav*,:).?..*

1987-8,8 academic year,. the..-14#00): gyit:0*-. in which 0**i**

-
,
v

.(inner-citY). children were lO.C.at,444.i,147.iii*.#40-,the.!tis,arifa.rd-- :7;-'1;:'"."-..
.., _ ;-, , -., ''':t,

....
,

during the 86-87. academic. year. ..:,

,

.-

Achievement TeSt nearly six weeks earlier in the spring :than.,

Another limiting condition was the.- -214i0ers5,of

children 'and their matched- companion. Clail

researchers. If there had been more whole language classroâmg .

from Which to Select 'at-risk ,chIldren, the findingw-w0014.haVe--
rbeen more reliable in their representation of this .pop4lation...

A final limitation Was the ditficuIty a ,ttaditional teaOher

in one of the schools had during the first year ot the studY,Wisth,,.

the researchers audio-tape, recording and analyzing',

reading a story other than ,one from the batial reader. The tee-chei

declined to sliow the children to be taped Tending ran unfaMillar-

text. That problem' was essentially one of 'insufficient .groun4wOrk.

by the principal investigator .and 'was not a problem in the'- 1087-

88 year. It seems likely that the difficulty ,in gaining acoess to

the children's reading is an index 'Of the level .of anxiety over

test scores ant reading achievement that -exists in many
clasorooms within areas that focus on "basic skills."

Findings.

The 7-test for signifidant difference was apr;lied to the

gain score data onerated from all groups, first and second

-grades in urban and rural settings for achievement test scores

24
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and other assegisisents, in both reading,:*,4 writtng. IteactiOg' and

writing
,

intervitiV!k were also aOndiidted Witfi,eaOhl*.UbjeOti 'The
.

interVieW- data apPear n ,ApPendideS,

.Achievement twit ,data- are the4eaii4tOtrie ..scores i5n,thii'-
total reading portion :Of the 'L;:SiantOrd;AOt4IVemenfr ff:etit
administered, tO all the, children. ',Otlier,' *.,eading. data antilkzed:

t-
included' mean '13Cores on the ,Coneetiti(4bOUti;Piint sttrvey

'as the oraI 'reeding miscue analYSili, ;data *hi`ch included Vle:
number of worth; read, number of inieOfies.1 pecenØf Inilicues',,
grapho phonic similateity, syntactic' itcOeptahility, Semantic-

acceptability? percent of meaning chang'e, , reteIWig, -0Oore -and

percent of omissions. Writing. data, were- compared by number 'of

words written, number of' sentenoss vritter,-,'Ouither -traditidnal:
spellings, number of invented nr temporary epe4Inggi hUm0eryOf

unique invented spellings and a, holistiO writing, -SoOre. ,A11:

subgroup combinations were, comparedi, hoWever'i very'', few-

comparisons produded statistically significant differenced.

Achievement Data

Analysis of the Stanford Achievekent Test, Y!)rms i and 2

(1AT scores) yielded no statistical difference for the at-risk
learners by grade level or demographic setting.

25
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Stanford AdhieN ,.-nt Test (SAT) Scores for 1986-87 and 1987-88

Stanford Aohlatvalmont teat OM Somme-
SOtbtliaar__ /

ly86 -1987 aiid 13;0 -i988,

,

. SAT ,

Elbri . SOora,
Group Pre-Teat Poit=Tist

Traditional Classrooms
(TC)

Mean 4 .

StdDev 1.5
41

Emerging
Whole Language Classrooms

(WIC)

41:

Mean 4.0 5..0

StdDev 1.5 1.4
N 45 45

Finding, 1: This study provides empirical evidence that at=

risk children in one year ,or.mhola language instrUCtion performed

at least quantitatively equivalent to* the children in traditional

classrooms as measured ,by the Stanford Achievement Test.

Discussion. As seen in Table 1, mean gain scores for all

AUbjects in both the traditional and whole language classrooms

show about one year's growth. Therefore, whole langUage appears

to be as viable a curricular model as traditional instruction

when measured by achievement tests.
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There was one instance of- statistical signif.icance _reIOttive

to achievement test scores and, cOmpar:uson ,groupe.. When reading

adhievement gain scores were compared by 4rade'levol, for' the

second year of the stlidy the students in-Wleithólelanguage-.

classrooms scored significantly ligher- than the students in_ the

traditional classrooms., pre7 to LpoSt=test. Also, a !,ów,

statistically significant interaction effeCts were found. For

instance, rural vs. urban comparisons for bOth years of.the,stitcly

showed that the urban subjects' scores were significantly higher,

pre-to post, than the rural subjects. While this, rdt4T be an

interesting statistic, total combined groups interaction -effects

are meaningless in terms of the present investigation.

Reading Data

Concepts About Print. The researchers felt that the

subjects in the pre-first, first grade and resource classroomd

would not be able to read fluently enough to obtain suffidient

oral reading data for analysis of the miscues. Therefore, the

Concepts About Print survey (Clay, 1979) was administered as a

pre- and post-test. Subjects read Stones as a pretest, and Sand

as a post=test.

...1.11=11..
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Vontepti, About Print _LCAP-' dotes SOtii-eitif,'",,
,

gr_o_u2

Traditional- Classrooms
'00)'
'Wean.
StdDev

Whole Language Classrooms
(WLC)

ifean.
StdDev

* F (1, 36) = 24:4, P ,< .05

tt*

14i 4
4,38

19

9.2
3.8

19

:0*
,) Scol.

,

.19

.19.1 *

19

-

,

0.
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c`,T8IPPI!

-82oreo Rurali-Urban 1981 .anit. 1988"

)41r
Grids _Scope -

lava g-WR vtororimit

Urban TO

Rural

-. -

Mean 16;111-
8tdDsv
-11 14

WLC

Mean. 10
StdDev 4,4
N: 14

TC

.14

0

/9,4-
2,2

14 7'

Mean 12.2 15.7 -35Y4'
StdDev 4.1 3.3 4.5

5 5 7 7

WLC

Moan
StdDev

6.1
2-.4

5

20:9*
2,3
5

7.6.

-3'14

7

-
'17:6** 4

14.

* F (1,18) ms 11.7, P < .05.
F (1,26) . P < .05.

Finding 2: At-risk subjects i* tha, whOle lain440
Classrooas appear to 'be learnipOrsore- about btiokness--and,pxint

than their coditerparts in traditiOnal Claaar eons;

piscussion. Table 2 illuistrates :44.g.t. a -statistically

rsignifioant differen$ was fOund in favor of the scores trom the
1, whole language classrooms. That is, the whole language group

Scores, pre to post, increased significantly more than the
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traditional group scores. While these subjects scored lower on

the pre-CAP, they scored significantly higher on the post-CAP.

Table 3 shows the scores of the children In the rural whole

language classrooms increased signifidantly more them those' of

the traditional classroom. Occasionally, classroom comparisons

or other subset comparisons were statistically significant. For

instance, regarding the CAP, the scores of the students in two

F, whole language classrooms were significantly higher, pre to post,

than the scores of the students from their traditional matched

classrooms. There Were few of these subgroup significant

differences and they may be attributed to the skill of the

specific whole language teacher(s) involved. These data

indicated interesting trends.

Oral reading data. Oral reading data were taken from two

whole language second grade classrooms and one traditional second

grade classroom the first year of the study. The other

traditional second grade teacher would not allow,the researchers

to audio-tape record her students reading from an unfamiliar

text. Each child read either A Letter to Amy (Keats, 1968) or

The Carrot Seed (Krauss, 1945). However, in the second year of

th6 study data were collected from subjects in both whole

language and both traditional second grade classrooms.
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Keen. Retelling Scores, - Both Marti

804*
GrouP 7.i?Zeist

TC

Mean 21 32
StdDev 12 14

14. 14'

WLC

Mean 24 44*
StdDev 17 13,

25 25

F (1,37) = 13.1, P < .05.

Finding 3: The most striking finding, when examining the

retelling #cores for comprehension, was that the- retelling, scOres

for the children in the whole language classrooms were

significantly higher than those fr..m the traditional classrooes.

Discussion. Table 4 shows that subjects in whole language

classrooms retold longer, more complete versions of the stories

they read. No difference in the sheer .numbers of niscues between

the two types of classroois was found. Both groups read the same

Stories and both groups produced fewer miscues in the post-

reading. Apparently both groups learned to better utilize the

reading process. Both groups grew in their use of grapho phonic

information. The subjects in the traditional classropps appeared

to use these cues efficiently to produce words. No significant
difference was found.
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Similarly, both groups of childten producecla high numbet Of

Standard English sentences (syntactiCally acdeptable) On ToSt

assessment. Both groups, grew in their use of gtatMatical'cues.

_-No statistically significant différendelmsfound

-1ABLE 5

Mean Percent Semantic Acceptability - Boih. Years

Sekantic, Sewtic
Acceptability- AddiOtability

Group Pre-Test Post-Test

TC

Mean 69.8 69.1
StdDev 25.3 23.4
N 15 15

WLC

Mean 59.9 75.2
StdDev 23.3 15.9
N 27 27

Yinding 4: At-risk children in the traditional classrooms

showed no growth in constructing semantically acceptable

sentences while their counter-parts in the whole language

classrooms appeared to make considerable progress across the

year, even though the scores did not quite reach statistical

significance.

Discussion. Scores reported in Table 5 indicate that when

readers are learning to comprehend, they construct sentences that

have meaning (semantic acceptability). Scores for the whole

language classrooms approached statistical significance.
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The nekt three tables re-Pert growth in learning tO self
correct during oral reading. Seit!.correction. of . errork or
miscues that -damage the -Meaning s "&I .iridiCation, of- -greying

.centrol and independence for the ltarntit.

TABLE 6

Ns= kercent Corrected Miscues - Both-Tear:iv

Group

TC

Mean
StdDev

WLC

Meep
StdDev

*F (1,39) 20.2, P <.05.

-1N41M0,1 Pereent
Co. Corplated
Jail-L=64- Miiaiim

Poist;.TeSt

19 .2
18.4
15

18.6
12.4
15

11.3 33.8*
10.7
26 26

Finding 5: Children in the traditional group made no

progress in the frequency or success with which they corrected
their own oral reading miscues, while children in the whole
language group made significant growthAduring the year in their
ability to self correct.
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,r.;^ 4.: +7, -..,W7,.7.P.3.17:77,ArTir

'Table 7 shOws that withi#grOnlItomPail:Oon's-faiVor the whole

language claierooms grade level.

'Kean Percent Corrected itiscues a Grade- Level BOth'Yeare

Grade

-PerCent
.COuiiiCtect :;044,00-

taiel Group

'--

), Second TC

_ ke an 18.7 19a
StdDev 18.1 12.3 ,

15 15

WLC

mean 10.9 34%4*
StdDev 11.1

25 ;5

r;-'

IT (1,38) 14.51 P < .05.

4 :1,
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!Table 8, shOws- that witb:in1,404 comparirio4 pi** the, Whole,

,:Anguage,, urban ,Clessroons.
:4'

.Pei' cent Correctect.kiiicues
4 e:

:.-A0r0000k ''
-Grout),

TC
'Mean
StdDev

WLC
Mean
StdDev

TC
Mean
StdDev
N
WLC

Mean.
StdDev

10:3 17.1-
15. 16:

20.7
19.9
10

17.s
9.1

10

*P (1, 28) 18.2 P < .05.

Finding 6: Children in the whole -language classrooms were-

apparently becoming independent readers, and children in the-
traditional classes were not making the same progretis (See

:both Tables 7 and 8.)

Discussion. Correcting miscues that slamage grammar and

7 mtaning during reading 'is an important indication of growing

6'ver the reading process and an indication of ,greater

independence as a reader. abIe 6 shows that at the end' of-the

_Year children in, the whole language program Understood hOw to

nieltrIcittect significOntly pore of their oral reading errors or

Miscues than -did the children in the traditional classrooms.
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Ifritinq Data

Hating. Writing data iota takeri:tbre-iit,iines-k000ts, 44a.c4,

40, amnia year, once in Auguat/Septeniber,...an*__Agairi.4n-41*,4,/$0-,---

During the- first year, 1986-871. three. 'Or:goryggt4a, targe

Children were taken out of the clagsrtiOin:ai4;tnt0`; a,qUiet
-

'Each subject was provided a booklet dontisting:at.three4ages of

blank paper, folded in' the middle', with,, a piede: :of ffoldiisi

Construction paper stapled onto the outside. Tbe*Childreii-Witire-:

asked to write a story in their blank 'booklets.-The -children:

t4f1d- they could write about anything, bUttbay Warif,ehboUraged, to

:write about something re-al.-Awl 'asked, the resear6here tOldHthe

children to spell the words the way they thought-they.shOulAIOOk

and that spelling did not count anyway. The children knew- they.

'were writing for the people from the university whe collected
1J

children't written stories. They were allowed, to Write for fifty

minutes. Within these parameters, those ,children from the.whole

language and the traditional classrooms at the first_and sacend

grades, who could and would, produced three nieceS of Written-

text for this study, throughout the school year. ,

During the 1987-88 school year, writing samples were also

collected in August/September, and again in April/May. However,

this time the writing samples were taken from in-class

activities. On the same days, writing was collected :from all

the children. Children in the traditiOnal classes wrote as seat

work, and a rough draft, taking comparable time (approximately

50 minutes), was produced by the children in the whole language

classrooms.
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Numerous measures ,of ,writ,ing*OrS.titieri such Sat,,ifumizerf:,
,

-,...

,4Ords, numbers of sentenCes, arict,iiiimSerie',of:,:incifgenden,t-'010Seirg14,07

-Modifiers -(T-Units) per' sentenCe. #0, litoi:iitica):-W, ii4xitt#4M2-;.',

4,ifferences iii gairf scores 4ere lound-.S'Thik tractiion,4..grOupi. . ..
firoduced an aVerage 25 words per, glaiiige in :00`, ,gaiS itiiii .a.#

., ,itiiiikage of 54 words in the spring. The whole *anguage 4roup,

Produced a total of 33 words, per saMple in the. fall and. ari -4 4

_average of 70 words in the spring. Thetraditional -group wrots-,-,
an average of 4 sentences per sample in the gall and 7 in the
Spring. The whole language group wrote an average, Of, 4 sentences,

in the fall and 9 in the spring. Both groupd doubled in their
Use of T-trnits.

TABLE 9

:Holistic Scores - Both Years

Holistid Holistic
Scars Score

Groups Pre-Teit Post-4est

Traditional Classrooms
(TC)

Mean 1.5 24-2
StdDev 1. 2 1 . 2

45 45

Emerging Whole
Language Classrooms

(WIC)

Mean 1.7 2.8
StdDev 1.3 1.3

,=

N 52 52 ':1
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Subjecti in the whole language 'clizeSrooMs wrote al:p4htly

"longer texts than the childrin in tho tragticinax ci:asarbolair.,

'When the data are combined frOis 'both: yeare, 'the-Mean nUMb.C. -Of

sentences for the whole language alassiooMs 3. :nii e. and theyaiitan.-.

number of Words- written, is seVenty. Fór the children: :in.

traditional classrooms, the means gre seVen and fiftp-four

respectively. 'The only between groupk.significant- differenCe was

obtained for the Second year of the study and tavored,the writing

scores of the rural students fron the whole language .classroote.

Finding 7: Occasionally, as with the holietic writing

measures, two (and sometimes three) of the individual -whOle

language classrooms produced significantly higherr groirt4 than

the other whole language classrooms on some, of the comparieoris.

This led to a tentative conclusion. The effectiveness of a

whole language paradigm tay 'be proportional to the understanding

of the teachers who employ it.

Discussion. Table 9 presents the results of a holistic

score on each of the pre-post writing samples for both years of

the study. The scores were based on a sCale from 0,-5 with 0 being

a pre or .early phonemic stage and five a fully forked story with

few mechanical problems. =The writing samples were evaluated and

scores were assigned by a person not connected with the study.

The Early Childhood Education Department at Tennessee State

UniVersity provided a faculty member who evaluated each piece of

children's writing on a scale from zero to five. Each selection

was coded so that the evaluator did not know what grade or under

what conditions the writer produced the text. The evaluator knew
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s.zrrviem , Ar 7 1

*4-all-the-children were local fbit and sec-ohd,;grOers end.

:Ip*t the samples wore rough -dkiiti-PrOdu44 inq4es than 'one

hour. Almost every writirig -draft vas dOniii**406,12ik lvi. 0,11144

:fully developed, mechaniCally corredt; text, :Gkwith dctirred in

iboth sets:of ClasSrpoms With the childreiv0 the*holik lanqUage
, ,

plassrOOns making slightly:greateiprOl*is 4ri vtiting. No

Aitatistically significant -difference Was44ined using' this

--Aseasure.

.-.,
Spelling. One of the moSt quejtiOns'

concerning children's achievement in whOisialitikeCraSsrooks

involves spelling. Three mumures-of ipelling wiaNid:Opin:4ean-

numbers of conventionally ,spellod words,' mean:nut044-4-00:tiVented

or t'mporary spellings and mean numbers pf unigtie-teMporary

spellings. Temporary or invented spellings are words that are not

f. spelled correctly but are readable,that is, worde Wait ShOw lome:

degree of approximation toward conventional spellinq patterns
4

(Read, 1979). Invented ok temporary spellings ate quite naturril

and a valuable part of the learning process (lmbourne, 1986

Henderson, 1985). Unique spellings, a term devised for this

study, are the numbers of different words each child attempted to

spell.
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CoiNtianat.

.(Td)

Mean
StdDev

(WLC)

Kean- 21:4 ,4.9
Stdpev 15:4,

51 ti,--

pip4iivl 8: Whi7Le no statistically significant differences

AMPar wilrowth in spelling, the-Children 11:144,wtmall ienguag.

'classrooms perform as well on conventional spoiling _al :Oh

'frtha the traditiorsii program.

Discussidn. The fact that children in the whole language

classrooms attempted to.spell =re different Words may-indicate

they are learning more words and/or are becoming greater tisk

takers. That is, they appear to be mdire willing to-use,their

grawing vodabularies than,are children in traditional tmcgrams.

The whOle language tosOhere in thiS study did not use

spelling books or workbooks nor did they giVe their students

or arbitrary words to be memorized and tested .overy week.

Rather, spelling words came from the children's writing.
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Finding 9: Subjects in, the 'whOls- Xanquage,- classrooms

doubl.d 'their -use of invented 'spelling*, *nit -tat:Oa-004i us. of --

unique spellings (See Table..1l).3

Discuesion. The numbIrs ,of invented,*Pelling* aridi uniqUe,.
spellings found in the children,g, writing, :e.lt-hOUgh of nd

significant difference, do show, an interesting trend. This-

%. measure may indicate both more willingness to tike risks On the

t- Part of the children in the whole language claserOoms -and broader

use of, and perhaps growth in, vocaburarY.

;.%

Interview Data

Formal Interviews were conducted individuitlly With each

;:child over the two year period: They were-audio-tape, recorded
,

,*nct transcribed for analytis. Alaw, data were convetted to

!porcsntags for more egskly readable comparisons between' the

t4wo groups. Data from both reading interviews, 3.98687 myld 1987-

188, are followed 'by those from the writing intervieWs for the
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-lase iwo years. An adaptation of tile 'Burke Reading ana Writing

attervidws vas used. Compiled transcripts of the readinq

intetiiews are found in Appendix_A. compilo transcripts of tiler

%Writing interviews are found in Apidix B.

The questions were intended tO generate conversation and

serve primarily as a framework for discussion. Questions Were

chosen to reflect the researchers' hypotheses concerning. literacy

__development in the two types of Classrooms and the children's

. perceptions about reading and writing and their functions. It

was hypothesized that qualitative differences between the two

.types of classrooms could be fouhd. The interview data do

_reflect differences in the ways the children report their

perceptions of literacy and literacy inStruction.

Data from the reading and writing interviews provide a

number of interesting insights. First, children in the .whole

language classrooms had a greater awareness of alternative

strategies for dealing independently with unknowns. For example,

when asked, "When you ara 'reading and you come to something you

don't know, what do you do?" children in whole language

classrooms suggested several independent strategies while

children in traditional classrooms, for the most part, suggested

only two types, "sound it out" and "ask for help:" Second,

children in the whole language classrooms appeared to feel better

about themselves as readers and writers. More than eighty

percent of children in wh,)le language classrooms reported "me"

when asked, "Who do you know who ia a good reader?" Only five

percent of the children in traditional classrooms answered "me"

42
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1

to that gpestidn. Thirdt children in whole lhnguage classrooMs

appeared to focus more on meaning and the communicative nature-of

language: For example, when asked, "What makes a good reader,"

they reported that good readers "read a great deal" and that they

cah "read any book in the room.n Mildren in traditionhl

classrooms tended to focus- ch Vords and, the correctness of
, .

surface features and reported that good readers "read big word0,-*

"know all the words", rnd "do not )niss any,words." Fourth-,

children in whole language classtoomt apProached writing ht-

making meaning whereas chiAren in the traditional classrooms

perceived it primarily as handwritihg br mechanics. tor

example, when asked "What makes a good Vtiter?,"

the children in the,whole language classrooms reported "s/he

writes a lot," or "s/he writes good stories"; while the children

in the traditional classrooms said "s/he is neat", "s/he gets'it

light", and Hs/he tries hard." Fifth, children in the whole

...anguage classrooms appeared to have a,better understanding of

the connection between reading and writing than did children from

the traditional program. For example, when asked, "What is

reading?" forty-eight percent of the children in the whole

language classrooms said it's what makes you good writer or

it's talking to the reader if your the writer ahd talking to

yourself if your the reader. From the traditional classroom

thirty-four percent of the children responded to that same

question by saying reading was what you do with books and thirty-

four percent said it was sounding out the words.
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Finding 10?. Data from zhe reading and writing interviews

indicated that the children in the whole language classrooms

appeared to be learning more about the reading and writing

processes, to be grow4ng in their understanding of the

connections between readin and writing, and to ::)e developing

greater independence in both reading and writing than their

matched counterparts. Conversely, children in the traditional

classrooms seemed to have lecs awareness of process, to be less

aware of the relationship between and among language forms, and

to be more depenient on the teacher in both reading and writing.

Suismary

Achievement

The two groups were well matched regarding initial

achievement test scores. The whole language classrooms attained

slightly higher achievement test scores on post-tests than the

traditional classes. Although the differences were not

statistically significant, both groups essentially attained grade

level achievement at the end of the year. Nevertheless, the

original research question was answered. Whole language as an

alternative curriculum was as viable as traditional instruction

when measured with standardized achievement tests. In addition,

the children from the whole language classrooms out performed the

children from the traditional classrooms on several more informal

measures of reading and writing.
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Scores on Concepts About Print survey, (Clay, 1979),

indicating knowledge of bookness and print familiarity, were

significantly greater for whole language classrooms. Retelling

scores on the RM1 (Goodman et al, 1987) were not significantly

different on post-tests between the two groups; however-, these

data also suggest that children in whole language classrooms were

more.accustomed to discussing stories rather than responding to a

set Of pre-dete,:mined questions.

On use of cueing systems and use of meaning making

strategies, the scores for the whole languago groilp reached

statistical significance on several measures. The children in

the whole language group appeared to have been slightly poorer

readers in August/September and significantly better readers in

"April/May on many of the indices analyzed in the RMI. Children

in the whole language classrooms were able to self correct

significantly more of their oral reading errors and they also

showed greater growth in producing meaningful oral texts.

Therefore, the whole language classrooms appear to be helping

children grow as readers more than the traditional classrooms.

Writing

Very few measures of the children's writing produced

statistically significant differences. The most interesting

trends were relative to spelling. With regard to quality of

stories (i.e., holistic scores) the children in the whole

language classes wrote somewhat better stories; however, a

problem with the data collection plan in the first year of the

study may have washed out some potential differences.
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The amount and quality of text produced for the last data

collection in April/May dropped off dramatically even though in

total the children in the whole language group produced more text

over the entire year than did the children in the traditional

program. The explanation comes from the children themselves. In

August/September both groups of children were eager to write any.

time. In Arril/May, however, the whole language group had

internalized what thay had been eXperiencing all year. They did

not want to write' for arbitrary reasons. They asked such

questions as: "Why are we doing this?" "Do we have to?" "I

have a story I am already working on and I don't want to leave

it." "Who's going to read this?" "Are we going to get a chance

to revise and edit?" They did, not like the answers they got.

They wrote, but appeared to do so grudgingly. The researchers had

violated their own beliefs and the children told them so.

The traditional groups, on the other hand, remained eager to

write, offering such comments as, "Oh boy, we get to write

anothei story!" It is not recommend ed that teachers deprive

children of the chance to write in order to increase their desire

to do so. The post data collection procedure for the second year

of the study was altered.

Data for the second year of the study show that both groups

of children grew in terms of the amount and quality of text they

produced under demah71 conditions. While few statistically

significant results emerged, there were strong trends favoring

the wholb language groups (See Table 10). Statistical

significance did occur occasionally across individual classroom
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,COniparisons. One whole languags teachig in particular fracgehtly

,Produ Ced ,much higher scOrits than Idly: Of the .Other, teaChers.",. and,

'4one seeied to -he contistentll,t lOWer 'than; #hs:other whole- langnage

Iteaahers while remaining at a Par w#11 -the tragtiOnal ,..cieissrOota

groups for both' years.,

Spelling

In general, the data dembnstrate that children in the :whole

iamguage-classrooks learned to spell, without direct inStruCtiOn,

as well as children in the, tradiional, CI*rooxiS 'who dere using

Spelling Workbooks and taking weekly ter40 on arbitrary lietts of

:Words. Children in the whole language classrooms also appeated,

to attempt to spell more words than their traditional.

dounterpArts.

Interviews

The trends in the interview data are numerous. The ones of

inost interest are:

1. Children in the whole language Classrooms appeared tO
have more to say about nearly every ,guestion -1Lan- the
children in traditional classrooms.

2. Children in the whole language classrooms seemed to
have greater awareness of alternative strategies for
dealing with problems in their reading and writing.

Children in the whole language classrooms appeared to
view good, readers and good writers a bit lnore
realistically in understanding that all readers and
writers encounter difficulty from time to time.

4 Children in the whole language classrooms appeared to
fe.,1 better about themselves as readers and writers.

5. Children in whole language clasrooms appeared to focus
more on meaning and the communicative nature of
language. Children in the traditional classrooms seem
to fdcus more on words and correctness or surface
features.
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6. Children. in the whole language classrooms talked about
worlting with each other-and helping each other more
than children in traditional classrooms.

7. Children in the whole language classrooms appeared to
be deVeloping greater independence in 'both reading and
writing. Children in traditional classrookt seemed to
be more dependent on the teacher if their initial
strategy fails.

8. Finally, data confirm that children learn what
teachers teach and that teachers teach according to
their 'beliefs and theoretical orientation.

Conclusions

Both initial hypotheses were confirmed. First, at-risk

children in the whole language classrooms performed as well as

their matched conter-parts in the traditional classrooms on

standardized, achievement test measures . However, one year of

whole language may not be safficient for full differences to

emerge. Perhaps two, three or more years of such a curriculum

are needed before differences are translated into such gross

measures as standardized achievement test scores. Second, at-isk

children in the whole language classrooms perforsged as well or

better than the at-tisk children in traditional classroomson

many other, sore informal measures of Leading and writing, and

they demonstrated qualitative differences in their knowledge of

the reading and writing process and of themselves as literate

persons.

The following are general summary conclusions. First, there

are major differences in the nature of the two kinds of

instructional programs investigated in this study, and there are

major differences in the products from these opposing

instructional view points. Second, whole language classrooms
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apparently enhance at-risk children's literacy development in a

Nider variety of ways than traditional classrooms. Third; the

data also suggest that Whole language can be a viable

AlternatiVe instructional paradigm for at.-visk children in both,

-rural, and Anner-city-settings.

Tententative conclusions may be drawn from theee data:

1. At risk children in one yeat Of a whole Ia Iguage.
instructional program laerfOinted. ai WillsOtt--better than
their -matched ,counterparts from ttadition- Classrooms
'on all measures, of roading,And writing._

2. Beginning readers in, 'the- whole languageptOgram
appeared to learn- more aboUt booknewand.,:tWnatv.te of
print than, did their matched counterparts from
traditional programs.

3. Children in the whole language, classrooms appeared- to
be developing better reading ,comprehenSion t4an_ the
children from the traditiOnal claSsroomL That is,
they retold longet ,and-mbte complete Veisions of the
stories they had read.

4. Children in the whole language clai4rOoms Appeared to
learn more about the reading- and:writing process than
their matched counterparts fromOthe ttaditional
classrooms. That is, they learned to construct more
meaningful 'ilentpnces.

Children 1* the bp-4e language .plaqst6ms.i0Opeated" to
be learning more about the reading pródesd than the
children from the traditional classrooms. Tl*t is,
they successfully self-,corrected more of their oral
reading errors or miscues.

6. Children in the whole language classrooms Appeared to
have become pore indewdelit in theft reading than
childreh in the traditional-program. That is, they
described a greater number of options for handling
unknowns during both reading and' writing.

7. Children from the whole l'nguage classrorms appeared to
be learning the conventions of v.. tten language, i.e.,

spelling, punctuation, sentence structure, story
structure, etc., as well or bettor than their matched
counterparts from the traditional ,clascroOms.



8.. Children in the whole language classrooms appeared to
te using a wider range-of vocabulary and learning to be
greater risk-takers than chadram from the traditional
classrooms. That is, theY-tied a greater number and
wider variety of words in their writing.

9. Children in the whole language CiaSiippismpeared to
be developing greater awarineei and, uSe:of their-own
rósources, better attitudes toWard.readingand, Writing,
and therefore greater confidence in themselves as
readers, writers and learfieri than children in the
traditional classrooms.

1^. Whole language as the apPlication to classroom
instructioniof a soció-psychoiinguiStic theory or
philosophy of human.learningmay be onlY as-effedtive
as the knowledge bade and commitment of-the teachers
who attempt to implement it.

Implications

If whole language is indeed a viable alternative to

traditional, skills-based instruction with at-risk children, it

is so only for teachers who wish to pursue it. School systems

may elect to offer teachers the option of learning about whole

language and developing their own whole language classrethms.

This will involve school and system level support and changes in

tshe ways these teachers are evaluated.

'Wecause whole language is a movement making it'S psresence

known in every corner of our country, including Tennessee, school

officials are currently preparing themselves to reckon with it.

This movement is not to be feared. These data suggest that whole

language, in the hands of committed and competent teachers, is

preferable in many ways to what is now the pervading curriculum.

Co, sidering that *much of what is currently happening in

classrooms appears to be "teaching to the test" rather than

teaching for real learning, (Stice and Call, 1987), these

achievement test comparison results are actually remarkable.
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If .whole language offers hoPe for at-risk children, but is

,only as good as. the teacher who implements it, the- real burden

then falls to teacher education. Any edUcational philosoPhy that

is only, simplistically and superficially understood will yield'

'poor 'results. Whole language is certa,inly rio :exception.

Changes in both preservice and inservice edudation, teacher

,assessment, pupil evaluation, parent education', material

selections, expenditures, school organization, teacher time

allocation, and curriculum guides may bedome crucial. Perhaps

most importe.nt of all, whole language otfers -a change in

philosophy, in the way educators think about learning, teaching

and children. Whole language, as with a traditional

instructional paradigm, is a curriculum. It .is a way of

organizing and presenting; it is a set of beliefs about what is

good for children, how children learn language and how they use

language to learn, it is not a method of teaching reading.

The literature currently aboundd with calks for

resti;ucturip,g schools (Shankert 19901 Eisner, 1990), and, with the

position that the crucial element in learning is the substance of

the child's classroom experiences (Glasser, 1990). Whole

language advocates believe that a. more holistic, literature-

based, experiential and integrated curriculum may indeed

constitute the first real progress in teaching/learning since

open education. It will take a great deal of care to prevent

whole language suffering a similar fate.
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Progressive education and the open, informal classroom were

- positive, movements with much piomise for imOoving educatioh.

HoweVer, they were never implemented as the developers intended.

Instead they were misapplied and only superficially ,understood.

It is not surprising they failed. If whole language is to have

any hope of a air trial, its theoretical base, essential

components and the processes invOlved in its development at the

classroom level must be fully understood.
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Traditional
Classroom(TC)

(N=21)

AppendixA
The Reading Interview

1986-87

Emerging Whole Language
Classidom(WLC)

(N=22)

1. a. When you are reading and you come to something you don't
know, what do you do?

sound it out 64% skip it and go on; then come-
stop and think 36% back 60%

sound it out 30%

b. Do you ever do anything else?

no
ask someone

57% ask teacher 40%
36% sound it out 33%

skip it and go on; then.come
back 25%

2. Who is a good reader that you know?

parent
friend
self
teacher

61% self or classmate 95%
29%
5%
5%

3. What makes him/her a good reader?

reads big words 44% can read any book in this
doesn't miss any words 27% room 34%
tries hard 24% helps others 25%

knows all the words 17%
practices at hol.e 17%
reads fast and sounds

good 8%

4. Do you think that she/he ever comes to something she/he
doe...:Ot know when she/he is reading?

yes 54% yes 75%

5. If yes: When she/he does come to something she/he doesn't
know, what do you think she/he does about it?

If no: Suppose that she/he does come to something that
she/he doesn't know. Pretend what you 9hink she/he does about
it.
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TC
(N.c21)

sound it out
don't know
skip it
ask someone

WIC
(148m22)

39% skip it and go ,back 42%
29% skip it 25%
25* ask teacher or someone
14% else 25%

6. If you know that someone was having difficulty reading, how
would you help them?

tell them the word 38t
sound it out for 38%
give them hints/help them

think 20%

tell them the word 48%
skip and go on then come
back 42%

tell them to do their
best 9%

7. What would a/your teacher do to help that person?

help them with the word 38%
help them write or spell

correctly 22%
listen to them read 14%
have someone else help

them 9*

8. How did you learn to read?

parent(s) or family
member

1st grade teacher
51%
43%

get lots of books 27%
make them read a whole

book 27%
make them read & write 14%
read to them 14%
make hem read a story

over and over 14%

1st grade teacher
practice
parents helped
just knew

9. What would you like to do better as a reader?

know the words better 33%
don't know 25%
write better 10%

58

33%
27%
14%
14%

read lots of good books 33%
have fun 27%
reading hard words when I

come to them 25%
read about important
things (learn) 14%
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Traditional
Classrooms
(N=31)

The Readimg Interview
1987-88

Emerging Whole Language
Classroums

(N=30)

1. a. When you are reading and you come to something you don't
know, what do you do?

sound it out 42% skit) it 42%
ask someone 35% think/guess 35%
think/guess 13% ask someone 12%
skip it 7% sound it out 12%

b. Do you ever do anything else?

no 35% guess 42%
ask teacher 23% no 31%
sound it out 25% ask for help 23%
wait 3% spell it to myself 8%

2. Is your teache:c a good reader?

yes 90% yas
no 10% no

3. What makes him/her a good reader?

96%
4%

she knows all the words 36% reads a lot 70%
she went to school 16% reads aloud a loc 17%
reads a lot/practices 16% writes a lot 13%
reads fast 12%
she lust is 8%
she can sound out words 8%
don't know 8%

4. Doyou think that she/he ever comes to something she/he
doesn't know when she/he is reading?

no 46% yes 58%
yes 38% no 30% 0

sometimes 15% sometimes 15%

5. If yes: When she/he does come to something she/he doesn't
know, what do you think she/he does about it?

If no: Suppose that she/he does come to somethingthat
she/he doesn't know. Pretend .what yoa think she/he does about
it.

ask someone 33% skips is; & comes back 46%
skips, it 21% thinks 27%
thinks 17% sounds it out 15%
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TC
(N=31)

sounds it out 13%
guesses 9%
if she makes a mistake,
she lixes it 9%

donit know 4%

6. /f you knew that someone was
would you help them?

tell them the word 39%
help them sound it out 35%
read for them 11%
don't know 7%
sow them the word 4%
.plaY school 4%

WLC
(N=30)

gets help 11%
asks someone 7%

havinq difficulty reading, how

come back to it later 35%
ask if they need help 14%
sound it out 131
tell them to look it up 4%

7. What would your teacher do to help that person?

tell them to practice/
read alot 46%

tell them to be quiet 8%
let someone help 8%
brirg a group 8%
tell the w6rd 8%
don't know 8%
blend 8%
talk aloud to them 8%

tell them to think 41%
try/study/practice 30%
read a lot of hard books 15%
don't know 8%
write a lot 4%
take time 4%

8. What would your teacher do to help?

learn to sound out 26%
do it for ttem 23%
tell them the words 18%
tell them to read the

ditactions 13%
don't know 9%
tell someone else to

help 9%
correct them 9%

9. a. How did you learn to read?

teacher taught 33*
practice 15%
by reading 11%
don't know 11%
parent(s)
sister/brother 7%

60

come and help us with
clues 62%

tell us to sound it out 23%
tell us the words 15%

teacher taught
teacher made ma write
parents helped
sourd it out
by listening
picture he:l.ped
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13%
13%
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TC
(Nxs31)

,.

b. How did

teacher givls me
Clues 27%

sound it out 20%
don't know 20%
tell me to repeat

after 20%
read ot home 13%

Frio
(N=30)

helplou learn how to read?

told. me to skip and try
again 28%

governs:little books-
AIP t$Sd

tAllthe word's 10%
gaens Clues/sOuri it

out 10%
resepber 3%

10. What is reading?

reading in books 35%
don't know 13%
sounding out words 13%
fun 13%
from reading cards 9%
saying words 9%
something important 4%
something to do when you

are bored 4%

talking to a whole lot of
people if you're the writer
and' reading to yourself 37%
fun 26%
makes you a good writer 11%
words are letters and

stuff llt
don't know 7%
something you do with a
book 7%

11. a. What do you like about reading?

it's fun 46%
the pictures 17%
rhyming words endings

"ed" blending.. 17%
like the words 13%
interesting 4%
not7;ing 4%

it's fun 46%'
helps me learn 25%
the pictures 13%
the words 13%
when you don't have anything
else to do you can read *

b. What do you dislike abolt reading?

nothing 24%
it's hard 24%
messing up 24%
don't know 18%
bad 'stuff like the wolf

eating the little
Pigs 6%
when you grow up you
might not know all the
words 6%

nothing 38%
hard words/things 18%
it takes too long 12%
I don't know 12%
if people laugh when I don't
knoW a word 12%

mean stuff 6%
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.TC
(11=31)

r

WLC
(N=30)

'12. What would you like to do, better as a reader?

read the words/read
right 35%

I don't know 27%
be an artist 17%
esadlooks 13%
get !lore time to play

with, frogs 9%
write reports 9%
spell better 9%
help mir brother 9%
be quiet and not talk 9%

13. Can you read without a book?

yes
no
maybe

14. Are you a good reader?

Yes
no
sometimes
don't know

15. Why do people read?

to learn
for school
when they grow up
they want to

43%
33%
24%

33%
24%
13%
13%

write=m0re/be an author 241
rea4I41444d,books/

Tvadr*pre,
br*d artist,
donItAcnoW(nothing)
read tO others

24%
24%
8%
8%

yes
no
soitetimes Signs like

"come in"

yes
no
I write a lot
I read more
don't know

44% to help them learn
22% it's fun
22% when they grow up
12% to write

fór school
don't know

62.
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62%
29%

70%
13%
7%
7%
3%

54%
15%
12%
12%
4%
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Traditional
Classroom

(Nii24):

1. a. When you are
dci you do?

ask for help
erase
try' to sound
stoP

An;ix B
ThelWriti4Interview

.1191*.'.1987

'Emerging
Clasirôm

4101';?1

writing and yOU encoinier

67%
17%

it out 8%
8°.

b. Do you do anything else?

didn't know 90%

-

ask soineone f9r help
.think ',iibOO it
try'.24 beat
ctrole, it. and go on'
eraise
Sound-it out

41%

9%
9%
5%

draw a black 'line and come
beck -to it. , 32%

ask someone, ask. teacher 23%
leave it out 18%
scribble it out and circle

it 9%
try to fipte it out 9%

2. When your writing is interrupted, what do you do?

JO

tell them to leave me
alone

tell teacher
move
do it over
just stop then start
where I left off

tell them to wait just
26% a minute 23%
21% mark the place ft: stop 14%
13% movy to quietvk place 14%
8% try-to remember what 1

was writing 14%
8% do what they want and

go back to work 9%
tell the teacher 9%
do it over 9%
give them a punch 5%

a. Who is a good writer that
named a friend

or classmate 86%
mom 13%

you know?

classmate
teacher

b. What makes him/her a good writer?

isn't messy 33%
does his work 21%
writes in cursive 17%
stays in the lines 17%
takes his timn 8%

spells good
writes good stories
knows a lot
looks neat
writes in cursive
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21%
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TC
(N=24)

writes better than
anybody else

WLC
(N=22)

think before they write
6% uses skinny penca 5%

4. a. Do you think that S/he encOunters diffiOulty when s/hs,i0
writing?

nn 85.7% yes 84%

b. If yes: When s/he encounters difficulty When writing,
what do ym think- sf,:te doeii about 4-i?

_

If no:, If s/he everdid sntounter ,dif:ficulty 'when
writing, what do you think sZhe wbuld-4o*bhit-it?

:sk teacher
uak classmate
I don't know
Sound it out

33% ask soit '1 32%
25% dOes tho best 0/be-can 18%
17% era 'eiti- and: replaCes 14%
17% get .a Pai7tner 9%

looks'it up somewhere 9%

5. If you knew that someone was having difficulty writing, how
would you help them?

tell them.how to spell
it 33%

write it for them 33%

tell them to start over 25%
help them erase 8%

write it for them 34%
tell themtow to spell

the word 21%

help them sound it out 21%
be their PAkther 9%
tell them somethin-; to

write 9%
show them hmit 7%

6. What would your teacher do to help that person?

correct them 29%
show them how to write 17%
make them start over 17%
say the words and then let

them sdund it out 17%
write it for them 8%
I don't know 8%

7. How did you learn to write?

teacher 38%
mother 33%
family member 20%
practice 8%

64

7

rake them
give them

clueo
tell them-
partner

tell them
doesn't

tell them
help them

teacher
parents

do a lot 23%
paper and some

18%
to get a

18,.;

the spelling
matter 9%
what to write 5%
sosund it out 5%

60%
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TC
(N=24)

WLC
(N=22)

8. Why do people write? Is being a good writer important?

it's important 26%
to -eend messages 21%
it'a fun, they like it 21%
:have tb An school :17%

theli want to t%
to help otherS learn 4*

to'say something
to speZl
to read better
to Iearri
to bi i writer

9. a. What do you like about writing?

interesting stories 50%
drawing pictures 33%
it's fun 13%

b. What do you not like?

getting it wrong
messing up

it's hard
nothing
%limn your hand
hurts

50%
13%
13%

13%

it's ttln
writing long Stories
heG you learn _more

nothing
itls hard
hand hurts
messing -r?
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Traditional
Clasircoti

(N=31)'

they2W4ting- InOrvëv
1947=841,-

#144#441gAlhol,..41.1g4ige
CläèBràónts .

, .

1. al. When, you are writing- and ericoukte,*- tilfticulty, i41at .do
you do?'

ask soteome/tell
the'teachar
think 12%
don't know 12%
sound- oUt/spell out 12%
look it up mysel.f 9%

-,-

aik,ioteOpe , 40
t4MYtti40* Out '0%
soutlit. lt-Itit/Spell it

-:,,. -.:.

do.454,st ,
It

cdfifeiende-yith teacher 7t
lookIt'up 7%
0413 at 7%
write-something. else 3%.

b. Do you ever do anything; else?

no 52%
ask someone/
classmate 31%

another source (book,
center 6%

try again 6%
think/figure out 6t

read it back .

ask t-,7acher/ask
classmate

no
try again
lead tore
tpell it out
look :a;ound room

2. When your writing is interrupted, what do you do?

stop
tell teacher
begin later
move

20%
20%
11%
11%

erase 9%
ask them to wait 9%
keep going/ignore them 9%
put paper on top of
desk 6%

I ask where I was 6%

26%

26%
19%
11%-
7%
7%
7%

tell them to go away/be
quiet 50%

tell the teacher 14%
read it ovei and start

again 11%
move somewhere 7%
ignore them 7%
take it to lunch 7%
don't know 3%

3. a. Who is a good writer that you know?

names another child 42% names another child
names teacher 23% names self
names self 23% names adult
names an adult 13% names teacher

names sibling

66
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(11.431)

b. What makes him/her a good writer?

don't know 19%
neatness 16%..

practice 16%
correctness 16%
can read the words 9%
drawing 6%
tries hard 6%
takes time 6%
3rd grader who helps
them 3%

makes same grades I
make, 3%

-74C

(1131.30)

wri /writes
a lot 25%

25%
spells good 22%
she/he- reads 11%
she lidtens 7%
neat/pretty/writes

slowly 7%
teacher told me I could 7%

4. a. Do you think that s/he encounters difficulty when s/he is
writing?

no 39%
sometimes 11%
don't know 4%

If yes, what does he/she do?

don't knoW 24%
write it again 24%
asks someone, 24%
thinks 21%
erases 10%

5. a. How did you learn to write?

parent(s) 38%
teacher helped 25%
practice/by reading 19%
sibling 6%
don't know 6%
friend 6%

b. What did they do to help?

help me/let me
trace

showed me how to
use my pencil.

don't know

yes
no
sometime
don't know

67%
26%
13%
8%

looks around room/get
help 55%

asks teacher 15%
thinks 11%
don't know 7%
tries hard 3%
skips it or sound it out 3%

3%
3%

erases
guesses

parent(s)
teacher
siblings
taught self
grandparents

35%
32%

6%
6%

wrote and I copied
30% (traced) 29%

spelled/wrote for me 18%
19% held my hand and helped
11% me write 11%

67
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(N=31),

shOted my my ABC's 11%
tol4 me how to spell
the words 11%

tlash cards/picture
Cards 7%

made me write every
day 7%

wrote on the chalkboard
and told me to do it
just like that 4%

6. a. Why do people write?

so they can learn
how to so others
can 'read it

want to
don't know
tell stories
it's fun
have to in school
make their wrist

strong
to spell
for business

WLC
(N=30)

don't :know , 7%
ABC's (letters) 7%
played idhoOl at home 7%
I-Aust stt dtivin ;With
penCil-and,paper -and
started 7%

to help them understand
learn 32%

29% they like to- (fun) 20%
13% to-tell stories 16%
10% for-busifiesA 8%
6% have to 4%
6% for school 4%
6%

3%
3%
3%

b. Is being a good writer important?

yes
no
sometimes

c. Why?

don't know
write stories
to learn how
when you grow up

74% yes
19% no
7% sometimes

33% for when yqu grow up
33% might be an av,thor
19% learn a lot from
10% writing

no--'''-ess you're an
adiat

bet.ause your mother
(others) knows how

makes you feel good

68 80
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7. a. What do you like most

writing stories
its fun
helps me learn
nothing.

being,an artist
cursive
writing fast

WLC
(N3=30)

about writing?

38% it's': fiiii 45%
151 te4ing stories 14%
15% lea#ing:_about spelling
12% 404.Wokds. 14%
15% t011in4 peOple things 14%
15% nothing. 10%
6% drawing 3%

b. What do you not like about

don't know/
nothing 33%
it's hard/hand
gets tired

writing?

69 81
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